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Abstract 

In this paper, we define a new parameter split geodetic domination number of a graph. A 

set  GVS   is said to be a split geodetic dominating set of G if S is both a split geodetic set 

and a dominating set of G the induced subgraph SV   is disconnected. The minimum 

cardinality of the split geodetic dominating set of G is called split geodetic domination number of 

G and is denoted by.  .Ggs  The split geodetic domination number of some standard graphs are 

determined. For any positive integers cba ,,  with ,1 cbaa   then there exists a 

connected graph G such that       .,, cGbGgaGg gss   Also, for any three positive 

integers cba ,,  with ,2,, cba  there exist a connected graph G such that, 

      .,, cGbGaGg gss   

1. Introduction 

We consider undirected finite graph without loops and multiple lines. The 
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graph considered here have at least one component which is not complete and 

star graph. The order and size of G are denoted by p and q respectively. For 

basic graph theoretic terminology we refer to Harary [4]. Let v be a point in 

V.  The open neighborhood of v is the set  vN  consisting of all points u which 

are adjacent with v and      vvNvN   is the closed neighborhood of a 

point v in G. The distance  vud ,  between two points u and v in a connected 

graph G is the length of a shortest vu   path in G. An vu   path of length 

 vud ,  is called an vu   geodesic. The closed interval  yxI ,  consists of all 

points lying on some yx   geodesic of G and for a non empty subset S of 

     .,, , yxISIGV Syx    A set S of points is a geodetic set if    GVSI   

and the minimum cardinality of a geodetic set is the geodetic number of G 

and is denoted by  .Gg  A geodetic set of cardinality  Gg  is called a 

  set.-Gg   

A point v is a simplicial point of a graph G if  vN  is complete. A 

simplex of a graph G is a sub graph of G which is a complete graph. A point in 

a graph G dominates itself and its neighbours. A set of points D in a graph G 

is a dominating set if each point of G is dominated by some point of D. The 

domination number  G  of G is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set 

of G.  

A subset S of  GV  is a geodetic dominating set of G if S is a geodetic set 

and a dominating set of G. The minimum cardinality of a geodetic dominating 

set is called the geodetic domination number of G and is denoted by  .Gg  

The study of geodetic domination number was initiated by Escuardo, Gera, 

Hansberg, Jafari Rad and Volkmann [2] in 2011. A dominating set D of a 

graph  EVG ,  is a split dominating set if the induced subgraph DV\  is 

disconnected. The split domination number  Gs  of G is the minimum 

cardinality of a split dominating set of G. The study of split domination 

number was initiated by Veerabhadrappa R. Kulli and Bidarahalli 

Janakiram [6] in 1997.  

A geodetic set S of a graph  EVG ,  is a split geodetic set if the 

induced subgraph SV   is disconnected. The split geodetic number  Ggs  
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of G is the minimum cardinality of a split geodetic set of G. The study of split 

geodetic number was initiated by Venkanagouda M. Goudar, Ashalatha K. S. 

and Venkatesha [8] in 2014. The following theorems are used in the sequel.  

Theorem 1.1 [4]. Let be a vertex of a connected graph G. The following 

statements are equivalent:  

(i) v is a cut-vertex of G.  

(ii) There exist vertices u and w distinct from v such that v is on every 

wu   path.  

(iii) There exists a partition of the set of vertices  vV   into subsets U 

and W such that for any vertices Uu   and ,Ww   the vertex v is on every 

wu   path.  

Theorem 1.2 [1]. Every geodetic set of a graph contains its extreme 

vertices.  

2. Split Geodetic Domination Number of a Graph 

Definition 2.1. A set  GVS   is said to be a split geodetic dominating 

set of G if S is both a split geodetic set and a dominating set of G (the induced 

sub graph SV   is disconnected). The minimum cardinality of the split 

geodetic dominating set of G is called split geodetic domination number of G 

and is denoted by  .Ggs   

Example 2.2.  

 

Figure 1. Graph G. 

For the graph G given in Figure 1,  7,11 S  is a geodetic set, 
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 9,5,12 S  is a split geodetic set,  8,5,3,13 S  is a split geodetic 

dominating set. Thus geodetic number, geodetic domination number and split 

geodetic domination number are different.  

Theorem 2.3. Every split geodetic dominating set of G contains its 

extreme points.  

Proof. Let v be an extreme point of G and let S be a split geodetic 

dominating set of G. Suppose ,Sv   then S is not a geodetic set. Hence S is 

not a split geodetic dominating set of G, which is a contradiction. Because 

every split geodetic dominating set is a geodetic set. Hence every split 

geodetic dominating set contains its extreme points.  

Theorem 2.4. Every split geodetic dominating set of G contains its end 

points.  

Proof. Since end points are extreme points. The result follows from 

Theorem 2.3.  

Theorem 2.5. Let G be a connected graph of order p, then 

  .22  pGgs   

Proof. A split geodetic dominating set needs at least two points and 

hence   .2 Ggs  Suppose that   .1 pGgs  Consider   .1 pGgs  Let 

v be a point of G and let    vGVS   be a split geodetic dominating set of 

G. Then SV   is connected, which is a contradiction to our Definition 2.1. 

Therefore,   .2 pGgs  

Theorem 2.6. If a connected graph G has n extreme points, then 

  .nGgs    

Proof. Let G be a connected graph with n extreme points. Then by 

Theorem 2.3,   .nGgs    

Remark 2.7. Consider the graph given in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. G. 

The extreme points of graph G are ., xu  The split geodetic dominating set 

of G is  .,,, yxvu  It is clear that   .2 Ggs   

Theorem 2.8. Let G be any connected graph of order .4p  Then 

  2 Ggs  if and only if there exists a split geodetic dominating set  

 vuS ,  of G such that   .3, vud   

Proof. Assume that   .2 Ggs  Let S be a minimum split geodetic 

dominating set of G. Suppose that   ,4, vud  then it has at least 3 internal 

points such that   ,2 Ggs  which is a contradiction to our assumption. 

Hence   .3, vud   

Conversely, Assume that there exists a split geodetic dominating set 

 vuS ,  of G such that   .3, vud  Then by Theorem 2.5, S is a minimum 

split geodetic dominating set of G. Hence   .2 Ggs   

Theorem 2.9. Let G be a connected graph with a cut point v. Then every 

split geodetic dominating set S of G contains at least one element from each 

component of  .vG    

Proof. Suppose there exists a component 1G  of  vG   such that 1G  

contains no point of S. By Theorem 2.3, contains extreme points of G. Hence 

1G  does not contain any extreme point of G. Let .1Gu   Since S is a split 

geodetic dominating set of G, there exists a pair of points Syx ,  such that 

   SIyxIu  ,  and  .SNu   Let the yx   geodesic in G be ,: 0uxP   

yuuu n ,,,,1   in G with ., yxu   Since v is a cut point of G, by          
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Theorem 1.1, the ux   sub path 1P  of P and the yu   sub path 2P  of  P 

both contains v, it follows that P is not a path, which is a contradiction. Hence 

S contains at least one element from each component of  .vG    

Theorem 2.10. For any two integers a and b with 2a  and ,20  b  

there exists a connected graph G of order ,4p  such that 

 
 

.
3

2






Gdiam

pGgs   

Proof. Let G  be a connected graph with diameter .3 bad   Consider a 

shortest path duuuP ,,: 10  of length d and let  baa uuuuA  3330 ,,,   

where, 2 aA  when 0b  and 2 aA  when .2,1b  Let 

     APVGVS   where S gives split geodetic dominating set of G. Then  

     
 






 


3

32
\\

ba
pAPVGVS  

 
 

.
3

2






Gdiam

pGgs  

Theorem 2.11. For any two integers    .,min,2, , nmKnm nmgs    

Proof. Let ,, nmK  such that  muuuU ,,, 21   and 

 nvvvV ,,, 21   be the partitions of G with .nm   Now, let 

 muuuS ,, 21  for all    SIuuIv jii  ,  for .1 mji   Since, 

SV   is disconnected. Therefore S is a split geodetic dominating set of G 

and is minimum. Because if we remove one point from S, then the set will not 

be a geodetic set and not a split geodetic dominating set. Thus 

    .,min, mnmK nmgs    

Theorem 2.12. If T is a caterpillar graph, then   .2 dpTgs  

Proof. Let T be caterpillar graph. Let  vudd ,  and let 

vvvvuP d  ,,: 10  be a vu   path. Let k be the number of end points 

of T. Then .1 kdp   By Theorem 2.4, end points belongs to S. So that 

   11 ,,  dvvGVS   is connected. Then      2, vSVGVSI   is 

disconnected and so,   .211  dpkSTgs   
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Theorem 2.13. For the wheel  ,6,11   pCKW pp   

  .
2

1

2

2
is oddpif

p
andevevnispif

p
Wpgs


  

Proof. We prove this theorem by consider the following cases.  

Case (i). Let p be an even.  

The set  xyyyyS p ,,,,, 1531    is a minimum split geodetic 

dominating set of .pW  The points pyyy ,, 42  belongs to the geodesic path 

such that    pWVSI   and the set S has 1
2


p
 points. Hence 

  .
2

2


p
Wpgs  

Case (ii). Let p be an odd.  

The set  xyyyyS p ,,,,, 2531    is a minimum split geodetic 

dominating set of .pW  The induced sub graph SV   is disconnected and 

the set S has 1
2

1


p
 points. Hence   .

2

1


p
Wpgs  

Theorem 2.14. For cycle pC  of order ,6p  then   .
3 





p

Cpgs   

Proof. Case (i). Let 1132113 ,,,,: vvvvC nn    be a cycle with 

pn  13  for 3n  points. The set  2341 ,,,  nvvvS   is a minimum 

split geodetic dominating set and the set S has 





 

3

13n
 points. Hence 

  .
313 




 
p

C ngs   

Case (ii).  Let 13213 ,,,,: vvvvC nn   be a cycle with pn 3  for 2n  

points. The set  2341 ,,  nvvvS   is a minimum split geodetic dominating 

set and it is clear that nn vvvvvv 3136532 ,,,,,   lies on geodesic path. The 

set S has 






3

p
 points. Hence   .

33 





p

C ngs   

Case (iii). Let 1132113 ,,,,: vvvvC nn    be a cycle with pn  13  for 
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2n  points. The set  1341 ,,,  nvvvS   is a minimum split geodetic 

dominating set. The set S has 






3

p
 points. Hence   .

313 




 
p

C ngs   

Theorem 2.15. Let G  be the graph obtained by adding an end line  uv,  

to a cycle GCp   of order 6p  where Gv   and .Gu   Then 

  .1
3

1







 


p
Ggs   

Proof. Let G  be the graph obtained by adding an end line  uv,  to a 

GCp   cycle of order 6p  such that Gv   and .Gu   We discuss the 

following cases:-  

Case (i). .3,13   nCG pn   

Let  2310753 ,,,,,,  nvvvvvuS   be a split geodetic dominating set of 

,G   where u is an end point of .G  Suppose    ,, SvvSS ii   then S   is 

not a dominating set. Hence S is a minimum split geodetic dominating set of 

G. Thus,   .1
3

1







 


p
Ggs   

Case (ii). .2,3   nCG pn   

The set  13853 ,,,,,  nvvvvuS   is a split geodetic dominating set of 

G  where u is an end point of G  and    .GVSI   Thus SV   is 

disconnected. Hence   .1
3

1







 


p
Ggs   

Case (iii). .2,13   nCG pn   

The set  nvvvvuS 3963 ,,,,,   is a split geodetic dominating set of 

G  and    .GVSI   Thus SV   is disconnected. Hence  Ggs    

.1
3

1







 


p
 

Observation 2.16.  

(i) For path ,5, pPp  then   .
3

2





 


p
Ppgs   
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(ii) Let G  be the graph obtained by adding an l end lines 

       luvuvuvuv ,,,,,,,, 321   to a cycle GCp   of order 6p  where 

Gv   and .,,, 21 Guuu l   Then   .
3

1
l

p
Ggs 






 
   

(iii)   .2,1
22 





 p
p

PK pgs   

3. Realization Results 

In this section, we give the realization results for the split geodetic 

dominating number of a graph G. 

Theorem 3.1. For any positive integers cba ,,  with ,1 cbaa   

then there exists a connected graph G such that     ,, bGgaGg s    

  .cGgs   

Proof. Let 2,2K  be a complete graph with partite sets  zyX ,  and 

 ., nmY   Let 1H  be a graph obtained from 2,2K  by adding new points 

121 ,,, azzz   and joining  11  aizi  with z. Let 2H  be  bc   copies 

of path  .1,,,,: bcivuhgP iiii   Let G be a graph obtained from 1H  

and 2H  by adding two points w and x and joining  .1 bcivi   to the 

point x and joining  bcigi 1  to w and also join x and y. The resulting 

graph G is given in Figure 3.  

Let  11,  azzS   be the set of all extreme points of G. By Theorem 

1.2, S belongs to every geodetic set of G. Here S is not a geodetic set of G. 

However the set  111 ,,,  azzwS   is the minimum geodetic set of G. 

Thus   .aGg   The set  ySS 12   is the minimum split geodetic set of G. 

Thus ba  1  gives   .bGgs   The set  bcuuuSS  ,,, 2123   is the 

minimum split geodetic dominating set of G. Thus     .cbcbGgs    
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Figure 3. G 

Theorem 3.2. For any three integers cba ,,  with ,2,, cba  there exists 

a connected graph G such that       .,, cGbGaGg gss    

Proof. We shall prove this theorem by considering 3 cases.  

Case (i). cba   

Consider ,2,,  pKG pa  the complete bipartite graph on pa   points. 

Then       .aGGGg gss    

Case (ii). cba    

Let 1,1  aaK  be the complete bipartite graph with bipartite sets 

 121 ,,,  auuuU   and  .,,, 121  ahhhV   Let   11321 ,,,: ablllP   

be a path of order   .113  ab  Let G be the graph obtained from 

1,1  aaK  and P by identifying the points 1u  and .1l  The resulting graph G is 

given in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. G 

The set    121113 ,,,,  aab uuul   is the minimum geodetic set of G. 

The set      114213113 ,,,,,,  aabab uulll   is both a minimum split 
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dominating set and a minimum split geodetic dominating set of G. Thus 

  aGg   and    .GcbG gss   

Case (iii). cab    

Consider a complete bipartite graph 1,1  bbK  with bipartite sets 

 121 ,,,  buuuU   and  ., 1,21  bhhhV   Let G be the graph obtained 

from 1,1  bbK  by adding new points xhhh ba ,,,, 121   and joining each 

 11  bai hih  to x and x to each  .11  bivi  The resulting graph is 

given in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5.G 

The set  121121 ,,,,,,,  bab hhhvvv   is both a minimum geodetic 

set and a minimum split geodetic dominating set of G. The set 

 xuuu b ,,,, 121   is the minimum split dominating set of G. Thus 

  bGs   and    .GcaGg gs  

Theorem 3.3. For any two integers a and b with ,2 ba   there exists a 

connected graph G such that     bGaGgs  ,  and   .baGgs    

Proof. Let 13213 ,,,,: uuuuC pp   with 2p  be a cycle of order .3p  

Let   123  puu  be the opposite point of 1u  in .3pC  Let 

 pbyyyP 310 ,,:   be a path of order  .3 pb   Let G be a graph obtained 

from P and pC3  by adding 2a  new points 221 ,,, azzz   and joining 

each to  21  aizi  to 1u  and also join u and .0y  The resulting graph G 
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is given in Figure 6. Let   pba yzzzS  3221 ,,,,   be the set of all 

extreme points of G. By Theorem 1.2, S belongs to every geodetic set of G. 

Here, S is not a split geodetic set of G. However, the set 

  pba yuzzzS  32211 ,,,,,   is the split geodetic set of G, so that 

  .aGgs   

The set    132237412 ,,,,,,,,,  pbp yyuuuuuS   is the 

minimum dominating set of G. Thus   .bG   Also, the union of 1S  and 2S  

gives minimum split geodetic dominating set of G, so that 

  .21 baSSGgs     

 

Figure 6. G 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we define the split geodetic domination number of a graph. 

This work can be extended to find split edge geodetic domination number, 

upper split geodetic domination number, etc. The findings united in this 

paper would support to the readers to develop various useful applications to 

Science and Technology.  
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